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Robert Pardo Legendary 
Trader and Algorithmic 

Software Pioneer
Robert Pardo was a pioneer of algorithmic trading software and trading in the futures industry. 

He in fact wrote several articles for Traders World magazine in the 70s. He was very instrumental 

in laying down the foundations of what is known as algorithmic trading software which is how 

systematic trading is now done today.

Bob has done several things in his career. He was a technical analysis software pioneer with the 

Pardo Corporation. He wrote the book The Evaluation and Optimization of Trading Strategies. He 

is the creator of the ground-breaking strategy optimization and validation methodology known 

as Walk-Forward AnalysisTM. He also was a consultant to Goldman Sachs and Daiwa Securities 

of America with Pardo Group Limited and trader with Pardo Capital Limited.

He recently developed a very sophisticated trading strategy program called Pardo Ranger. It is 

capable of creating a very large family of uncorrelated unique trading strategies. This empowers 

the algorithmic trader to create a deep portfolio of uncorrelated trading strategies for a single 

market, a sector or a class of markets. Pardo�s research demonstrates that diversi�cation by 

market and uncorrelated trading strategies is an e�ective approach to reduce drawdowns and 

volatility and thereby increase risk-adjusted trading pro�ts.

Ranger begins in its most basic form as a “standard” range breakout strategy of the “Donchian 

variety.” That is the only place that Ranger can be said to be “standard.” Beyond that, Ranger 



has a very deep selection of di�erent “logic,” 

trend, volatility, risk, trailing and target order 

“switches” which makes possible Ranger’s 

extensive basket of uncorrelated trading 

strategies.

Ranger includes the SI Portfolio. That is 

comprised of six strategies, two each for 

the Dow Jones, NASDAQ and eMini futures. 

Additional portfolios for smaller account sizes 

are also available. All were built via the same 

process and to the same standard as were 

used to create the family of Pardo Renaissance 

strategies. Additional strategies are currently 

under development. Ranger includes a detailed 

manual, a Tutorial with a number of suggested 

research paths and TradeStation workspaces 

which make their implementation as easy as 

possible. The open code version of Ranger 

includes use of two powerful, proprietary trend 

�lter indicators and our proprietary volatility 

�lter indicator. Ranger is currently available in 

Easy Language which runs in TradeStation. 

Pardo and Company is currently introducing 

their new program Pardo Renaissance 

Diversi�ed. Renaissance has its roots in PCL�s 

original, time-tested and top-performing 

program, XT99 Diversi�ed � 19.5% ARR for 

over twelve years, and cited thirty-seven times 

for distinction by Barclay Hedge and others. 

Renaissance is the culmination of Bob’s skillful 

blending of over thirty years of knowledge and 

practice of technical analysis, strategy design 

and validation, software design and risk and 

portfolio management. Bob has long held a 

vision of the tremendous potential of extensive 

diversi�cation by strategy, trading pace and 

market, combined with sophisticated portfolio 

and risk management to deliver exceptional 

risk-adjusted returns.

For more information email bob.pardo@

pardocapital.com

QUARTERLY MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION

Read articles explaining classical trading 

techniques, such as W.D. Gann, Elliott Wave, 

astro-trading as well as modern technical 

analysis explaining indicators in eSignal, 

NinjaTraders, MetaStock & Market Analyst.

COMPLETE BACK ISSUES OF TRADERS 

WORLD Magazine (ISSUES 1-64)

You also get our complete archive of 60 back 

issues from 1986 to present. This, contains 

articles, product reviews, hundreds of chart 

examples, how-to-trade articles and much 

format, which you can read online anytime. 

In every issue, you get the information 

you need to trade the markets better with 

charting, astro, cycles, oscillator tools.  

Works for stocks, bonds, futures, options.
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